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This study addresses some of the multiple factors that play it role in children's

developing narrative abilities. It starts by reviewing approaches to narrative

analysis that have had an impact on the study ofchildren's narratives since the

1970s. Such analyses are reevaluated from a developmental perspective, based
on crosslinguistic findings from picturebook narratives. The generality of these

results is then examined by comparing narralives produced by children in

different elicitation settings, based on findings from a large.scale Hebrew

language sample. Finally, an atlempt is made to integrate these findings along

different dimensions involved in developing narrative knowledge, as manifesteLl
by children at different phases of development: in recruiting Jinguistic forms for

narrative functions, in combining foreground plotline evenls with atfecliv.:

evaluation and background circumstances, and in perceiving whal it IUcaUli to

tell a story in task-appropriate ways. The development of narrative abililies is

shown to yield a complex web of interrelations between abstract narrative
competence and how this is realized in storytelling performance. ( Lillguij'lic:s)

This study concerns the complex of different factorS-linguistic. cognitive. and

communicative-that are involved in children's developing abilities to tell a

story. Motivating Ihis article is the claim that these factors need to be consid

ered in a framework that combines a general theory of narrative structure with
an overall developmental conception of how children extend and.reorganize

their knowledge of linguislic form and structure in the context of language
use-in this case, in constructing narrative discourse. This claim is examined

by comparing findings from research on children's ability to understand anu
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286 BERMAN

construct narrative texts with a database of several hundred narrative texts

produced in a range of sellings by Hebrew-speaking 3- to 12-year-olds and

adults.

To establish a common frame of reference, we start by outlining some major

approaches to narrative analysis that have had an impact on research into

children's developing narrative abilities.

APPROACHES TO NARRATIVE ANALYSIS

Different types of narrative analysis have influenced the study of children's

narratives since the 1970s-with the emergence ofcognitivety motivated orien�

tations in this domain. One point of departure for reviewing these approaches

is suggested by the distinction drawn in two recent dissertations in the field

(Bamberg, 1985; Wi881esworth, 1992). They compared studies that relate

mainly to story content with those concerned primarily with story structure.

The focus of their two studies, like that of this author (Berman, 1988a; Berman

& Slobin, 1994), represents a third, rather different, orientation that focuses on

fonn/function relations. The three approaches reviewed in this section are

listed and referenced in Table I. I

Content-based orientations to narrative reflect two complementary points

of departure. 2 One focuses on children's emergent notion of scripts as generic,

prototypical sequences of events anchored in mental schemata. These take the

fonn of event-representations relating to situations like going to the beach,

attending a birthday party, making cookies, or having a fight. Scripts have

I� breakdown of approaches set out in Table I should be qualified in several ways. First,

the first two approaches are referenced by only one aeneral and one developmental study,

ahhoulh each is in fact represented by numerous studies of both adult and child narratives.

Second, the division into "structure" and "content" as presented here is not unequivocal. For

instance,the hiah.point analysis undertaken in Peterson and McCabe's (1983) larae-scale study

is in some ways both far more structural than the Stein and Glenn (1979) approach and could

be perceived as linauistic, rather than colnitive,.in orientation. Third, current research on

narralive development includes other classifications for types of narrative analysis. For example,

Reilly (1992) diSlinauished between studies that "primarily focused on the structural aspects of

narratives, thai is, 00 stof)' construction or the eveDt structure of narralives" as compared with

those that "focul on the linguistic meaN by which children structure their stories" (pp. 3.56-3.57) ..

Nicolopolou (1995) provided a valuable review of what she termed "formalilt approaches to

narrative analysis"; for her, Ihese include "research on children and narratives carried out by

psycholin,uislJ who take their lead from '(unctional' linguistics," and, as such, they contrast

wilh the "socloc:uUural approach" Ihal she espouses, as dctailed in Nicolopolou (in press).

2These three cateaora refer 10 approathelsrounded in cognitive psycholoay sinte the 1970s

(C.I., Kintsch, 1971; Rumelharl, 1975; Schank It Abelson, 1977; Thorndyke, I 977-going back

10 Bartlett, 1932) on the one hand, and linsuistic analYKs of extended discourse (e.g., Hopper,

1982; Polyani, 1983; Tomlin, 1987), on the other. Thai is, the tenn co"'ent here does not refer

to the psychoanalytic or projective approaches to analyzios the content of stories told to and

hy children that fonneely dominated the field (e.g., Beuelheim. 1970; Pitcher &. Prelinger, 1963).
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TABLE 1

Three Approaches to Narrallve Analyals

Content�focus:

Event representations, scripts (Schank &. Abelson, 1977; Nelson, 1986)

High point analysis, referential/evaluative (Labov, 1972; Peterson &: McCabe, 1983)

Structure�focus:

Causal networks (Trabasso, Seeeo, &. van den Broek, 1984; Traba"o & Nickels, 1992)

Story grammars (Mandler, 1982; Stein &. Glenn. 1979)

Form/function relations:

Cohesion, connectivity, perspective, reference, tenselaspect (Bambers, 1987; Bauanella &.

CaUeri, 1991� Berman, 1988a, 1994� Dennan &. Siobin, 1994� Hickmann, 1991; Hickmann

&. Liang, 1990; Jisa, 1987; Kail &: Hictmann, 1992; Kanoilotr.Smith,. 1979, 1981; Siobin,

1994., 1994b, 1995; Wigglesworth, 1990, in press)

their antecedents in familiar routines and social activities of I. and 2-year

olds-having dinner, playing with blocks,taking a bath, and so on (Tomasello,

1992, p. 43). On this view, the narrative abilities of young children are an�

chored in knowledge that is derived from their mental representations ofevents

and the verbalization of such scripts (Nelson, 1986).

A second important thrust in content-based analyses is associated with the

work of Labov (1972). Labov and Waletzky (1967) elicited over 600 narratives

from adolescents asked to tell about a life-threatening experience. They define

narratives as "one method of recapitulating past experience by matching a

verbal sequence of clauses to the sequence of events which actually occurred"

(p. 20). J The focus is thus on the temporal sequencing of linguistic strings as

critical to narrative accounts of events. Another important feature of Laboy's

analyses is the distinction he makes between two types ofcomponents required

for a successful narrative: referential, or narrative, elements and affective, or

evaluative, elements. The former convey infonnation about the characters and

events in the story; they serve to move the plotline forward as it proceeds from

background orientation. via a complicating action that leads up to a high

point, reached just before the resolution, which completes the narrative.

Evaluative elements, in contrast, convey narrators' attitudes to events and

their interpretations of the protagonists' motives and reactions to events. 4

In content-based narrative analyses, then, investigators take account of

such factors as the event representation underlying the prototypical situation

JThe original motivation for collecting this database was sociolinguistic rather than narra

tive. Labov was interested in obtaining naturalistic stretches of extended discourse as a context

for his analysis of differences in the linguistic usages of speakers from differenl social and

regional backgrounds. To do so meant "relying upon the basic techniques of linguistic analysis,

isolating the invariant structural units which arc represented by a variety of superficial fonns"

(Labov & Waltezky, 1967, p. 12).

41n recent work (Derman & Reilly, 1995b), I suggested a tripartite analysis ofnarrativc:s inlo
three classes of elements: referential, or narrative; evaluative. or attitudinal; and infonoative, or

descriptive.

..-....----_._._.
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or script in which a narrative is anchored, the narrative as a text leading up to

a high point, and embedding the sequential chain of events in a network of

evaluative comments and background circumstances. Such analyses yield sev

eral predictions for the development of narrative abilities. First, for children to

succeed in interpreting or producing a narrative text, they need to recognize a

familiar script (Nelson, 1986). Second, young children may not recognize, let

alone be able to verbalize, any highpoint at all; to do so requires them to have
command of the structure of a canonic narrative, with a complicating action

that leads up to a highpoint and culminates in a final outcome or resolution

(Peterson & McCabe, 1983). And third, even older children may not fully

conceptualize or give adequate verbal expression to the distinctions between

referential narrative information, or plotline events, and the evaluative inter�
pretation necessary for successful storytelling. As a result, young children will

tend to focus on events and activities and will give little or no explicit linguistic

expression to motivational, evaluative, and other backgrounded elements
(Berman & Reilly, I 995a).

Structure-based analyses renect the concern for mental representations cen

tral to cognitive and developmental psychology since the 1970s. They derive

from the general notion of a story schema as a shared mental representation

that underlies our construal of how narratives are organized, what kind of

story is at issue (e.g., a fairy tale or adventure story), whether the story is a

good one, and so on.' The concept of a slory grammar evolved analogously to

a generative grammar for syntax in the 19608 and aimed at providing a struc
tural description of what constitutes a possible story or a well-formed story. A

story grammar thus takes the form of a rule-system (corresponding to a

phrase.structure grammar at the sentence level), which is intended to capture
the structural regularities of narrative texts. 6 These grammars typically define

the units or constituents that compose the narrative--elements such as selling,

episodes, and outcome, in which each episode consists of a subset of elements
(e.g., initiating event, goal, plot, and resolution) and the relations between
these units (e.g., spatial, temporal, or causal). 7 A critical contribution of these

analyses is their focus on narrative structure as hierarchical. since lower level

elements �nd episodes are embedded within higher level constituents, and

recursive. since the same elements recur from one episode to the next (e.g.,

internal response to a problem, attempt to solve the problem, and outcome of

this attempt leading to another cycle of internal response, attempt, plus Ollt

come, elc.).

Form/function approaches to narrative structure and narrative develop

ment consider how linguistic fonns of expression are deployed to meet narra

tive functions such as making reference, encoding temporal or causal relations

between events, and creating textual cohesiveness.8 In developmental terms,

these studies provide a powerful means for investigating Slobin's (1973) insight

that, across time, known linguistic fonns are used to serve new functions, and

new fonns are developed to meet old functions. 9

,

"

DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVES

This section reviews some key findings that emerged from our large-scale

crosslinguistic study of the so-called frog story (Berman & Siobin, 1994).

Children ranging in age from 3 to 10 years and adults from different language

backgrounds were asked to relate the contents of a picturebook depicting the

adventures of a boy and his. dog in search of their pet frog, which has disap

peared (Mayer, 1969). This database was used to examine narrative structure

and narrative development 3£ross different age ranges and in different Ian.

guages, with the content kept constant through reliance on the same story.

book.

Development of Form/Function Relations

From a form/function perspective, the frog story sample enabled us to exam.

ine both how different linguistic fonns may serve the same narrative functions

and how the same linguistic forms may be deployed for different narrative

functions, across language backgrounds, developmental phases or both. Find

ings from this corpus demonstrate how, with age, children recruit more appro-
'Thus, both Ihe evenl-reprcsenlation orientation to narrative analysis in Nelson (1986),

identified here with. conlenl-focus, as well as different versions of story grammar, defined here

as struclure-oriented. make reference 10 schemata-in the sense of general mental representa

tions. As such, bolh reflect the essentially cognitivist orientation of the bulk of the research
considered in this study.

'The story-grammar idea was fonnalized in a way that made it possible to extend the model
to incorporate an analogue to syntactic X-bar theory (Shen 1988, 1989).

7Labov (1972). as noted, trtaU temporal sequencing as critical in defining relations between
the story constituents. Trabasso and his associates suggested a different emphasis, in tenns of

causal networks. They follow Schank (l97S) in "focusing on causal inferences that link the states

and actions of a ..ory" (Trabasso & Rodkin. 1994, p. 87) and construe the narrative as
essentially causal in structure.

'Under this view. linguirtit:forms include morphemes (bound and free), words, and phrases:
grammatical constructions such as relative clauses or passive voice; and syntactic operations

such as word order changes or nominalizations.

'This idea is central to my work on children's Hebrew-Ianguaae narrativcs, touching on such

areas as null subjects as a device for topic maintenance and narrative cohesion (Berman, 1990).

passive and middle voice for perspective marking (Berman. 1993a). tcnse markin. and (ense

shifting for temporal anchoring of narrativcs and distinguishing background from fore.round

elements (Berman, 19888; Berman & Neeman, 1994), and the conjunction meaning alld used for

different functions at different phases of development (Bennan, in press).

\
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priate and more varied means for expressing narrative functions such as tem

porality.and cohesivity. Moreover, as they mature, children learn to use de.

vices such as tense/aspect marking or subject elision for an extended range of

functions.

In the domain of temporal relations, for example, we found lhat children

are able to express quite complex, abstract conceptual notions from an early

age. But it takes them a long time to deploy a full range of appropriate forms

for expressing a particular function. Thus, to express simultaneity. children

start with a marker of "recurrence," like German auch or Hebrew gam (Aksu.

Koc & von Stutterheim, 1994). For instance, to describe the concurrent plung

ing of both the boy and his dog from a cliff into a pool of water down below,

3-year-olds might say "The boy fell into the water. The dog also fell." Slightly

more advanced children might package the protagonists, as in "The boy and

the dog fell into the water together... Combining clauses by predicate gapping

occurs only among older school-age children, as in "The boy fell inlo the water

and so did the dog, .. or with an explicit temporal conjunction, as in "The dog

fell into the water \Vhen the boy did... The most mature expression of this notion

might combine a semantically specific conjunction with durative background

ing in a nonfinite clause, as in "The boy (and his dog) fell inlo the water \Vfriie

searching for the frog...

A similar picture emerges for the expression of the temporal discourse

function of retrospection. Even young children show that they have recourse

to this concept, for example, when they describe what happened to the dog

when looking for the frog in the empty jar in which it had been kept, and from

which it escaped. But they express this in a form that is not explicitly temporal,

by possessive case: "The dog stuck his head in thefrog'sjar. " Older children

use relative clauses to express a retrospective harking back to an earlier event:

"The dog stuck his head in the jar which was tfre frog S... Mature speakers,

depending on their language, may recruit a grammaticized pluperfect form to

express relative tense: II ••• wlrere tire frog Irad been...

In the opposite direction, linguistic devices also come to be recruited for new

and different functions. Table 2 sums up three sets of forms that illustrate this

point in the frog story corpus. (The developmental phases in Table 2 are

explained and motivated later in the Dimensions of Narrative Developmenl

section; see also Table 5.)

In the first example in Table 2, the task at hand, describing the contents of

a 'pictured storybook, allows either present or past tense as a temporal anchor.

Initially, children typically veer back and forth unsystematically between the

two, focusing on local cues; for example, if the verb form could be either past

or present, as in put or hit, or if the verb is semantioally punctual r�ther than
. durative, as infell compared with rUllning. By age 5, children establish a single

tense as a temporal anchor for their narrative, and they shift between past and

present for grammatical purposes of marking sequence of tense or local rela-

tive-tense encodings. Eventually, these alternations are discourse.motiv8ted by

functions such as backgrounding and retrospection over longer stretches of the

text.

The second example in Table 2, use of sequentiality markers like those

meaning and then and after that, demonstrates a different developmental pat

lern. Before narrative temporality is established, either there is little or no

use of such fonns, or else they are used unconventionally. Subsequently,

once the idea of sequentiality can be encoded, there is a tendency to over

mark it mechanically, so that in some texts, nearly every pair of adjacent

clauses is marked by these forms. Mature narrators largely dispense with

these markers; they recognize that temporal sequentiality is the default for

narrative, and so they use tenns like at first and later on sparingly and more

selectively, with the discourse-motivated function of initiating new episodes

in the unfolding plot.

A third example of developing form/function relations is provided by null

subjects. Even the youngest children in our sample (3-year-olds) already know

that isolated simple�sentence clauses require an overt subject in a language like

English; they may, however, occasionally omit this element, under pressure of

ongoing text production. Older children (5- to 9-year-olds), use subject elision

in coordination-occasionally also in subordination-at a local level of adja

cent clauses; and they do so in accordance with the grammar of their native

language-for example, in Spanish, elision is obligatory in same-subject coor

dinate and subordinate clauses; in English, it j.s optional in coordinate clauses

and disallowed in subordinates; and in Hebrew, it is optional in both cases.

Mature narrators. in contrast, exploit subject ellipsis across larger stretches of

TABLE 2

Narrative FunctIons 01 Three Linguistic Categories by Developmental Phase

De'l'elopmenlol PllaJe

Linguistic Category Pretlarrari'l'e Strltc/ural Rhetorical

Tense-shining Mixed present and One dominant Pasl or present

past tense; erratic anchor tense; narrative mode;

shining, local.cue grammatical discourse.

triggering shifting, motivated shiftiog

sequence.of-tense and

constraints backgrounding

SequenlialilY Occasional. Overused, scattered Occasional,

markers utterance.initial across texts selective, to mark

episodes

Null subjects Occasionally Grammatical, in Stretches of text for

ungrammatical in adjacent clauses topic maintenance

lone clauses for local

connectivity
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text as a means of topic maintenance, in which it serves the purposes of
discourse coherence and narrative connectivity.

The patterns summarized in Table 2 reOect a general finding for develop
ment of form/function relations in narrative. Grammatical command at the
level of the simple clause is established early on, by age 3. Complex syntax is
largely mastered by age S. It takes a long time, however, until speakers are able
to recruit these fonns for discourse purposes, to organize and control the flow
ofinformation in constructing hierarchicaJly organized narrative texts. That is,
linguistic fonns Quite generally have an early emergence, but a long develop�
mental history.

TABLE 3

Lev�.ls 01 Narrative arganization In the eros. linguistic Frog Story Sample

L�,,!l of Organization

Local

Lill�arly CO'lIIut�d

Ev�nls

Global: Hierarchic'uJJy

Age (Years) Isolated Eve"ls T�mporal CallSal Orgallized Aclioll�Srrucr"re

3-4 + -1+

5-6 + + -1+

9-10 + + + -1+

Adults + + + +

Levels of Narrative Organization

Consider the developmental implications of the two other approaches to nar
rative analysis set out in Table I. Both content-based and structure-based
orientations define narrative in terms of different levels and principles of
organization. These start from individual events and build up to an overall
plotline, or what has been termed action-structure (Giora & Shen, 1994; SheD,
1990, 1992; Shen & Berman, in press). Under the influence of story grammars,
Shen and his associates defined a canonic story as consisting of an initiating or
enabling event, attempt(s) to solve the problem, and a final resolution or
outcome. They further noted that narratives are also organized on lower, less
global levels of organization. These start with the most local level of two
clauses linearly connected by a temporal relation of sequentiality. They pro
ceed to causal linkages, and then build up to the global hierarchical level of
action�structure. From a developmental perspective. a psycholinguistic impli
cation of both content-based and structure-based narrative analysis is, there
forc, that children's developing narrative abilities should reflect a general,
independently motivated hierarchy in levels and principles of discourse organi
zation.

Interestingly enough, analysis of the texts produced by children in response
to the frog story picturebook revealed a strikingly parallel development in
levels and principles of narrative organization from our youngest subjects, 3
to 4-ycar-olds, on through to 9-year-old schoolchildren and adults. This is
shown in Table 3, to which is added an initial level of the isolated event, as the
precursor to a dynamic linking between events-or relating between constitu
ents in story�grammar tenns.

Table 3 shows, first. that 3.year-olds can translate static visual pictures into
dynamic verbal expression, but they have a hard time interpreting spatial
arrays as temporaUy related sequences ofevents. At the next phase, connecting
events 10caUy, children give expression to temporal sequentiality, the default
case for narrative. As noted in Table 2, theY,may overmaik this explicitly to
chain clauses with sequential expressions like and tlren, and after Ilrat. The

Nol�. N = S8 per age group; - I + means that only a few children in the group rcUI,:ht'lllhi:.:

level, it was realized only sporadically in their teXiS, or both.

third level reveals a causal relating of events; this is increasingly motivated by

the overall action-structure, but it is still largely local; for example, "they went

into the forest /0 lookfor tirefrog, " "the boy climbed the tree becallse tire frog

might be lip lhere." Finally, some 9-year-olds, and all the adults, express il

hierarchical organization at the level of action-structure; for example, "the boy

had lots of adventures in his search for the frog," "in the end, he found the frog

that had run away." That is, basic plot structure is established by age S to 9

years. However, children's texts",re still typically organized online by local

chaining. They rely very little on retrospective looking back or prospective

looking forward to earlier or later points in the unfolding narrative. The

development of narrative abilities can thus be seen to reRect a more general

hierarchy of principles 01 discourse organization.

These findings might, however, be a function of the frog story task. As in

any picture-based elicitation, children were required to translate static, visual,

spatial input into dynamic, verbal, temporal output. We found that even

3-year-olds related to dynamic events, although they generally failed to encode

temporal relations between events. But the structure of the frog story is quite

complex. True, it reOects a canonic action�structure: there is a background

selting (a boy has a pet frog, which he keeps in a jar); an initiating event (the

frog escapes), which instigates attempts to solve this problem (the boy goes in

search of his missing frog); and an eventual outcome (he finds his frog or a

substitute). But the story has a long and complicated chain of episodes in

which the boy looks in different locations, encounters different creatures, and

experiences various mishaps-unified only by the shared goal, the search for

his missing frog. This complexity, as well as other facets of the task, might

account for the fact that fully developed, causally motivated, globally orga

nized texts were produced 'omewhat later than might have been expected.

293
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olds were well able to tell some kinds of stories, whereas 5-year-olds had

difficulty with others, and even 8-year-olds found it hard to construct coherent

narrative texts when asked to recount the contents of a film they saw just oncc.

ROLE OF CONTEXT

The question that arises is: How generalizable is the progression set out in

Table 3 to different storytelling contexts? Do children manifest this same
developmental path. at the same ages, and in the same way. in other elicitation
settings and in performing different narrative tasks? The following assump
tions underlie the view that is taken here of the role of context in developing

narrative abilities. First, there will be a single cognitively determined develop

mental sequence here as in other domains of/anguage knowledge and language

use. Second, this shared pattern will be affected by the particular narrative

abililies and the kind of communicative demands that are evoked in different
settings. That is, young children will reveal more knowledge of narrative

structure and will perform better on some types of storytelling tasks than on

others. Third, in learning how to tell a story. as in other areas of linguistic and
cognitive development, acquisition is nol an all-or-nothing leap from no

knowledge to full knowledge; rather, it involves partial knowledge and reorga

nization and integration of prior knowledge across different domains. Further,

more advanced developmental phases will be manifested earlier under some

circumstances and in some areas than in others. 10

Developmentally, then, children's abilities are considered to be task sensi
liI'e. This has been shown in relation to different cognitive domains (e.g.,
Donaldson, 1978; Fischer, 1980; Gelman, 1978; Rose & Blank, 1974; Wellman

& Somerville, 1980) as well as for various aspects of language acquisition (e.g.,

Farrar, Friend, & Forbes, 1993; Hecht, 1985; Karmiloff-Smith, 1979; Levy,

1987). Task-sensitivity has also been demonstrated in several studies of narra

tive abilities (e.g., Allen, Kentoy, Sherblum, & Petit, 1994; French & Nelson,
1982; Hudson & Shapiro, 1991; Peled & Blum-Kulka, 1992; Seidman, Nelson,

& Gruendel, 1986; Shatz, 1985; Wellhousen, 1993; Wolf, Moreton, & Camp,

1994). II As in development generally, when knowledge is not fully con
solidated and integrated with other domains, so in storytelling, children will
cope beller with tasks that impose less of a cognitive load (Shatz, 1983). And

indeed, the Hebrew database detailed in the next section revealed that 3-year-

Intertask Dillerences in Children's Narratives

To demonstrate the impact of elicitation setting and the role of context on

children's narrative productions, findings were compared from different sam

ples of Hebrew-language narrative texts, as outlined in Table 4.

The studies are listed in Table 4 in relative chronological order ofemergence

of the levels of narrative organization set out in Table 3. First, in the Scripts

TABLE 4

Narrative ElicUation Studies With Hebrew.Speaklng Subjects

Type 0/ Story Task, Typ� of Know/�dg�

Scripts

doctor

fight

Personal

Experience

fight story

Picture

Series

shopping

fishing.

rruitpicking

Picture book

frog story

. 1°1 use the term phas�1 in preference to the Piagetian notion of age.bound, cross-domain
stng�s for similar reasons to Karmiloff-Smith (1986,1992). Developmental phases are recurrent:

They may be attained at different limes in different c:ognitive domains and in different subsys
tems of lansuase knOWledge (Berman, 1986}-in this casc, depending on the specific narralive
task or seUina.

"For example, Hudson (1986) suggested that preschool-age children "are able to produce
or,aoiled narratives about past events (either spontaneously ... or in. response to experimenters'
queries) (whereas) other narrative genres, such as story production, are not mastered liIIlate"
(p. 103). Similar conclusions were reached by Seidman, Nelson, and Gruendcl (1986) in compar.

in. acriptl. episodic recountinp, and slory production-in which a "story" is a make.bclieve
accounl of. sc:riptlike event, such as makina a campfire.

Film

pellr story

Elicitation, Materials, Instruct;onJ

"Do you know what it's like to

go to a doctor/have a fight?

What happens at a doctor,

when people go to a doctor?/

when people quarrel, what

happens in a quarrel?"

Picture-children quarreling:

"Have you ever quarreled with ..

someone, have you been in a

fight, had a quarrel?

Tell me about iL"

Three sels of four pictures

"Arrange the pictures so they

tell a story. and then

tell me the story."

IS.page wordless picturebook

"The book tells a slOry about

a boy, his dog, and his frog.

Look through all the pictures

and then you'll tell the story. II

7�min film without words:

"Look at this film try to

remember what it is about. and

afterwards tell the story."

Verbal reconstruction

of familiar sequences

Generic: formulation

Temporal sequencina

Verbal reconstruction

of personal experience

Fight/quarrel script

Single-episode structure

Visual, static, spatial>

Verbal, dynamic, temporal

Relation between pictures

Reference, action.structure

Visual. static, spalial >

verbal. dynamic, temporal

Advenlure story: search theme

Complex episode structure

Recall and verbalization

of visual scenes

Several unrelated episodes

No clear resolution

Note. The texts in this database were elicited from different groups of subjects in each of Ihese

studies. However, it seems legitimate to compare results across the studies because the subjects all

shared the following background: They were children of educated, middle.dals speakers of Hebrew as

a first language (as were the adult subjects who served as controls in each study); the preschoolers

attended Hebrew nursery school or day.care from the age of 2 and entered kinderaarten at aat 5 to 6;

and the schoolchildren were in grade school from 6 to II or 12 years of age .
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heading, even some of the youngest children, aged 3;0 to 3;6 months, were able
to produce temporaJly sequenced descriptions of a familiar script. For exam
pl•• wh.n ask.d to t.llabout what happens wh.n peopl. go to th. doctor. Ori,
ag.d 3; I, said (as translat.d from the H.br.w). "A boy goes to Ihe doclor alld
lire doclor checks him oul and when Ihe doclorfinishes, Ihen Ihe boy goes home ";
Asaf, aged 3;3, told his mother. "er ... examines my lummy and my ears and
he looks ifmy tOllgue is okay, alld he lells me 10 stirk out my 10llgue alld he pUIS
some medicine Ihere. "These Hebrew data contihn the findings from the studies
ofN.lson and h.r associates; for .xampl•• N.lson and Gru.nd.1 (1986) had 3
to 8-y.ar-old childr.n d.scrib. common situations lik••ating lunch at day
care. having dinner at home, and going to McDonald's. A general conclusion
from the American studies was that Uthree-year-olds can ... narrate central
or core actions for familiar events in their correct temporal ordering using the
g.n.ral pronoun you and the tim.l.ss pr.s.nt t.ns." (Hudson & Shapiro. 1991,
p.94).

On the oth.r hand. also in the first study list.d in Tabl. 4. the sam. Isra.li
3-year-olds had a hard.r tim. wh.n asked to t.1l what happens wh.n you
have a fight with som.on•. Th.y w.r. abl. to d.scrib. singl••v.nts lik. ''you
yell," and "they hit you," but fail.d to ord.r a s.ri.s of events s.qu.ntially in
any way. In terms of th. d.v.lopm.ntall.v.ls d.lineat.d for the frog story in
Tabl. 3. th.s. 3-year-olds could b. plac.d at Lev.1 2. of r.lating .v.nts in
s.qu.nce. in the doctor script. but at Lev.1 I. of isolated ev.nts. in the fight
script.

In contrast, the second study in Table 4, showed that a comparable group
of 3.year-olds were quite good at recounting a fight or quarrel as a specific,
personal .xperience. For .xample. Adi. ag.d 3;5. r.port.d:

so I was mad, and 1101d her 1 wasn 'I friends. Ami aflerwarcls she askell me

10 m'}Jee up, ami sh�agreed I could also play.

Iloughl wilh E/'ad and J cried, and he pushed me down, and he hit me in
tire head alld pulled my hair, alld he broke my head also. And it was
bleeding and they put iodine on my eye, and then my Daddy came, his name
is Ellie, and then Ilrey took me '0 lire doclor, and I cried. Alld Ih", tlrey took
me '0 the hospital also.

Anoth.r. rather differ.nt finding .m.rged from the third pictur.-seri.s study

listed in Tabl. 4. This was bas.d on three four-pictur. series: a woman buying

a hat from anoth.r woman, two childr.n out fishing. and two childr.n picking

fruit (Katz.nberg.r. 1994). Pr.schoolers aged 4, 5, and 6 y.ars compar.d wilh

IO-y.ar-olds and adults w.re ask.d to tell the story shown by .ach set of four

pictur.s. Most of the 4-year-olds and s.v.ral of the 5-y.ar-olds tr.at.d each of

lh. pictures in isolation." This was true mainly ofyoung.r childr.n (i.•.• 3- to

4-y.ar-olds) in the H.br.w frog story sampl.list.d as the fourth study in Table

4, as well as for preschoolers telling the frog story in other languages (as

indicat.d by L.v.1 I in Table 3). Oth.r 4-year-olds and some 5-y.ar-olds in the

picture-series study focused on the concrete, physical similarities or differences

between the people and objects in each of the four pictures in a series; for

example, "here she has a hal, and here she doesn '( have a /ral, .. "Ihis boy is lit

Ihe beach, alld this boy is also at the beach... Again, such static d.scriptions of

the physical attributes of peopl. and objects w.r. rare among .ven the young

est of the children in the frog story task. Moreover. in the frog story, they were

typically confin.d to the first on. or two pictures in the book, for example,

"here ;s a boy, lhis is a frog, he has a dog. " Yet, as noted, stative descriptions

and labelings were common among the4-year-olds across the picture.series

task, suggesting that they ead not even reached Level I, isolated-event

description.'

Analysis of overall narrative structure yields a rather different picture,

however. On the frog story task. as shown in Table 3. few preschoolers

achieved a global level of hierarchical action-structure. However, around

40% of the pr.school childr.n. and as many as 60% of th. 6-year-olds. in

Katzenberger's picture-series study expressed a well-organized plot structure

for at least one of the three picture series she used. Both th�se studies used
static pictorial material for eliciting narratives, and in both cases subjects

had the pictur.s before their .y.s as they r.counted the stories they de

picted. Non.th.l.ss. the picture-seri.s task yield.d more advanc.d narrative

results than did the picturebook story in some respects, and less advanced

results in others.

In the last type of proc.dure used for eliciting H.br.w narrativ.s list.d in

Table 4. subjects r.counted the cont.nts of a short film. which th.y had just

viewed for the first tim•. Th. film was originally used by Chaf. (1977. 1980)

for studying how adult subjects in differ.nt cultur.s recapitulate .xperi.nce

Howev.r. and this is critical. the 3-y.ar-olds n.arly all ne.d.d heavy scaffold
ing, in the form of guiding questions and suggestive comments from the adult
int.rlocutor. In this. th.y diff.red mark.dly from children aged 5;0 to 5;6 who
all produced fight stories that were well-structured monologic texts, with a
beginning, middl•• and .nd. For example. Orit, ag.d 5;2. inform.d the inv.sti
gator:

OIlCe, at 'he birlhday party ojone oj the kidsJrom school; I quarreled wilh
my girlfriend because she didn'l want 10 lei me play hopscolch wi,h 'hem,

12A relevant finding from this picture.series study was that none of the 4-year-olds r«og

nized that the same characters were depicted across the four pictures in any given series (5«

BorneDs, 1990):
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portive input from familiar adults (McCabe & Peterson, 19910, 1991b;

Todd & Perlmutter, 1980), or from peers and siblings (Blum-Kulka &

Snow, 1992; Nicolopolou, in press), children are more likely to produce

well-constructed strings of narrative discourse. IS This relates to how chil

dren construe the very nature of narration. Initially, they treat the task of

storytelling as essentially interactive-as shown even in nonconversational

settings for 3-year-olds in the studies by Berman and Slobin (1994, pp. 60

61) and for 4-year-olds in Katzenberger's (1994) picture-series research.

Consequently, young children are particularly responsive to scaffolding

input, to constructing a story as part of a dialogic interchange. Another

reason, which has been afforded Jess attention in the literature, is that in

teractive scaffolding also serves to lighten the cognitive load. Young pre

schoolers are unable to sustain a lengthy stretch of text, which requires

them to keep on adding new comments to a single topic, or to switch to a

different discourse topic without interlocutor assistance, In other words, at

these young ages, narration is far from constituting an autonomous activity,

in the sense of self-sustained, monologic text construction. 16

NOllverbal clles can also provide scaffolding props to the task of storytelling.

One such device is the picture series, 'as used by Hickmann and her associates
(e.g., Hickmann, 1991; Hickmann & Liang, 1990), by Karmiloff-Smith (1979,

1981) for her research on discourse-embedded use of pronouns and determin

ers, and by Katzenberger (1994) in the Hebrew sample. Researchers have

suggested that conceptualizing a series of six or even four pictures at a time as

a single, integrated unit constitutes a difficult cognitive task, beyond the capac

ities of young preschoolers (e.g., Bornens, 1990; Karmiloff-Smith, 1992; Shatz,

1983), and this is borne out by the results of Fivush and Slackman's (1986) use

of pictures to elicit narratives at different age groups. This could explain why

Israeli 4.year-olds were unable to treat four pictures as a unified series of events

relating to the same protagonists, and why even S- to 6-year-olds in Katzen

berger's study generally failed to organize these events within a single. over.

arching temporal or locative frame.

,

verbally. In the Hebrew study, even S-year-olds were unable to produce a

minimal, temporally well-sequenced chain ofevents to describe the contents of

the film, and only a few g-year-olds were able to meet this challenge. This

finding contrasts markedly with the more advanced levels of narrative ability

demonstrated by preschoolers as well as school-age children in the other

settings listed in Table 4-generic scripts, personal experience accounts, pic

ture.series event sequences, and picturebook story.

In sum, narrative abilities evidently do not develop along a uniformly linear

curve. That is, it is not the case that one story genre develops straightforwardly

before another, for example, that generic scripts are always easier than ac

counts of personal experiences, and that make.believe stories are harder than

either of these. Nor does one elicitation setting always take developmental

precedence. for example, picture series may not always be easier than pic

turebook stories, or film recountings hardest of all.

Factors Accounting for Developmental Diversity

The question is: Why do such divergent results emerge in different settings

and across different tasks?" A multiplicity of factors appear to operate in

concert to determine the cognitive load that the task of storytelling imposes

on children at different points in their development. In this context, four

out of the many such factors are noted as playing a part in raising or reduc

ing the cognitive load: scaffolding, familiarity, episodic complexity, and plot

structure. 14

Consider, first, the role of scaffoldillg. It has been shown that when

storytelling is clearly interactive and conversation embedded. with rich sup-

USlrong supporting evidence: for the facililating effect of conlext is provided by
NicoiopoJou's (in press) study of spontaneoua: narratives produced by 28 Californian 4-ycar

olds iDleracting with lheir peers in a preschool aet�ing. She found that at least some of lhe

stories told by al/ of the 4- to S-year-olds in this relatively unslructured seuing demonstrated

a full range of characleristics that olher researchen (e.g. Hudson &: Shapiro, 1991, pp. 100-

101) proposed ehildren should not be able to integrate until around 8 years of age.

'''Other factors include (a) the medium-for example, spoken versus written (Peled &.

ilium-Kulka, 1992; ScoU, 1988); (b) burden on memory-for example, the distance in time

bC'tween encounlering lhe situation to be narrated (e.g., having the experience, looking al the

pictures, hearina a slory, seeing a film) and telline about it; (c) perceptual darby and inferen.

tial difficully entailed by ...isually presented materials; (d) motivational factors such as affec.

live salience and narralor invol...ement in the task; and (e) nature of the material 10 be

narrated. whelher experienced or make-believe, fact versus fanlasy (e.g., difficutty in rteon

slruains real.life events may lead children to resort to fantasy: whereas h....ing to make up
an original story from scratch may cause Ihem to retreal to familiar nursery stories or fairy

lales).

ISThis is not a claim for any simple, one.to-one correlation belween amount of caretaker

or investigator scaffolding and qua lily of children's narrative productions. For example,

mothers who tend to heavy scaffolding of their children's outpUI may not necessarily eJici!

the best or longest narratives (Hudson, 1993; Minami, in press). Rather different views of

this relationship are proposed by Peterson and McCabe's (1992, 1994) longitudinal sludies of

mother-child interactions, as well as by the detailed cross-eultural comparison of Minami

and McCabe (1995). .

J6TIle term aUIOliomOltS is used here in a rather different sense to that sUIIClted by Wolf
and Pusch (1985), who poiol OUI lhat children need to learn to dissociate between "text" and

"context" For them, an autonomous text is one that reveals the child's understanding "lhal

a texl can and onen should stand apart from contextual events" (p. 75).
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UThit partly accounts for result, obtained from another picture-series narrative sample

produced by Hebrew-speaking S- to ID-year-olds. This study replicated the elicitation task used

by Hickmann (1991) in a series ofcrosslinguistic studies. Hickmann and her colleagues described

the fint of the two picture series they used-labeled the HORSE and CAT stories, respectively

as simplifying the task of reference to the different characters in each series: "In particular, the

HORSE story involves a main protagonist (horse) and two secondary protagonist' (cow, bird),

whereas this distinction is not as clear in the CAT story. In addition, in the CAT story, one of

the referents appears late (dog), another one reappears after a temporary exit (parent bird), and

the plot involves more complex role relations (cat acting on birds, dog acting on cat)" (Hick

mann Ie. Uanl.1990, p. 1177). However, a study using Hickmann's pictures and procedures with

Hebrew.speakinllUbjects revealed the CAT pictures to be "easier," or structurally more accessi

ble. than the HORSE series. Zaltsman (1994) found that most S-year-olds wert able to produce

a clear action�structure for the CAT series because this reflected the stereolypic siluations of a

mother bird ftyina air to get food for her goslings, a cat trying to catch the birds, and a dog

chasina the cat away. In contrast, even 7-year-olds had a hard time constructing a plotline

actton-structure from the HORSE piclure series because it starts with a prolotypical, hence

familiar,scriptlilc.e sequence of cvents-a horse gallops in a field,jumps over a fencc, and breaks

a lea-but it end. with a nonstereotypic resolution in which the hors� is hclped by a cow and

a bird, two thematically unrelated creatures. 11 is a IlOnstereotypic solution of the horse being

helped by a cow and a bird.

particular script or sequence of events may ease the cognitive burden on how

they perform the task. , ..

A third factor is episodic complexity. Preschool-age children did well on

telling about a fight or quarrel because they could treat the story as consisting

of one single episode. This is what the 3- and S-year-olds in the Hebrew sample

on this task (N = 32) typically chose tn do, and so did most of the 7- and

9-year-old schoolchildren (N = 37). In this they differed markedly from ma

ture slorytellers. When asked to tell about a light or a quarrel, the adults (N

= 18) nearly always constructed elaborate episodic structures; they compared

several incidents between the same antagonists or contrasted similar encoun

ters with different protagonists or on different occasions. Moreover, the single�

episode narrative structure favored by children in their light story, personal

experience accounts was not available on the frog story task. As noted, the frog

story booklet depicts a long and complicated chain of events in which the

outcome of each episode leads the protagonist into a new episode, one that

occurs not only at a different time (Ihis is obligatory in narralive) but also in

a different place, with different secondary characters each time. Verbal encod

ing of this chain of interwoven events as a unified whole proved largely beyond

the capacities of preschool-;,Ige children.

A fourth factor affecting the cognitive load of storytelling (the last consid

ered here, but see those mentioned in Footnotes 14 and 18) concerns structural

properties of the story to bt - told. The more canonic a story's structure, the

easier it is for children to nllfrate. For example, not all stories revolve around

a problem t�at has an unequivocal, satisfactory resolution. Shapiro and Hud

son (1991) found this to have an effect on the quality of narratives produced

by children in response to four pictures representing a problem structure (a

child and mother baking cookies, the cookies burn, they go to a bakery and

buy some) compared with a non-problem-based event structure (packing up

Ihe car, going to the beach, playing in the sand, and going home). Similarly,

in our Hebrew sample, young children were able to describe a visit to the

doctor as a straightforward chain ofevents (even ifthey did not fully conceptu

alize the causal relationships involved): patient has tummyache or wound,

doctor examines patient and provides a remedy, patient goes home. The same

children had a harder time with a light script in which the antagonist could be

In fact, from the point of view of online scaffolding, the frog story booklet

presents an easier task than does a series of four or six separate pictures because

in it children were able to relate to the two pictures presented to them on a single

page each time. This might explain why even the 3-year-olds' frog stories related

to dynamic events, not merely to concrete objects or the physical attributes ofthe

characlers depicted in the booklet. On the other hand, once children have

developed beyond the interactive phase ofstorytelling, a set ofpiclures can serve

as a useful prop-as shown for S- and 6-year-old preschoolers by Shapiro and

Hudson (1991). Pictures guide childreo on content,suggesting what they should

talk about; they help them organize a plot, and free them for the task of

expressing their as-yet-incipient knowledge ofnarrative action-structure.

In sum, different kinds and degrees of scaffolding are helpful, or necessary,

for children to reach the full potential of their storytelling abilities at one or

another phase in development.

Familiarily is another factor that affects how well children do on storytell

ing. Children as young as 2 to 3 years are able to recount well-rehearsed stories

they have been told time and agaio. Familiarity has a nonverbal, experiential

basis,too. The more prototypically scriptlike the story represented by the inpul

materials, the higher the child's chance of success (Fivush & Slackman,

1986). 17 Besides, middle-class children like those in the Hebrew sample are

used to treating a book as the basis for storylelling. Picture series tend to be

used widely in pedagogical and clinical sellings, as well as by researchers, but

much less so in naturalistic family in�eractions. Thus. familiarity with the

particular selling in which storytelling takes place may have a facililating effect

on how children construe the task, just as familiarity with the conlent of a

"An imporlant, related factor not elaborated here is that of cultural familiarity. Children in

middle-class western sacidics all recognize the theme of a child goina out to look for a lost pet,

even when the pet is a frog; but Sesotho children cannot conceive of a frog as a pet because it

is something for eating (K. Demuth, personal communication, January 1994). From a script

based perspective, for Israeli preschoolers, birthday parties are hiahly structured and routinized;

North American birthday celebrations, in contrast, show much individual variation, and so lire

less prototypically standardized: They contain fewer "invariant sequences" (Slackman, Hudson.

&. Fivush, 1986) and provide more "optional pathways" (French, 1986) than other more rou

tinely structured event types.
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AN ATTEMPT AT INTEGRATION: DIMENSIONS OF

NARRATIVE DEVELOPMENT

volved in narrative construction and different facets of the ability to tell a story
across these same !hree phases 'Of development. 19

In the development of narrative abilities, the first phase can be defined as
pregrammatical because children do not yet have knowledge of a narrative

schema or action structure-in terms of the levels of narrative organization set
out in Table 3. The next phase is one of grammaticization, in which children

already have command of a narrative schema and adhere strictly to the rules

for producing well-formed texts. The final, integrative phase combines mature

knowledge of narrative structure with the ability to cope with a heavy cognitive

load, and a full repertoire of linguistic devices. In this phase, individual rhetori
cal aptitudes and expressive skills are integrated with weH-constructed narra
tive production.

Three key dimensions in the evolution of narrative abilities are considered
here for each such phase, as set out in Table 5: (a) how linguistic forms are
related to narrative functions and these functions to linguistic forms; (b) how

foreground, plot-advancing narrative events are embedded in background

circumstances and affective evaluations; and (c) how the task is treated and the
act of storytelling performed. The following assumptions underlie this analy
sis. First, in the interrelatlon between linguistic structure and language use, the

development of narrative abilities reflects the deployment of new forms for old
functions and of old forms for new functions (Slobin, 1973). Second, in terms
of how events are conceptualized, narrative relies on a discourse.motivated

distinction between figure and ground (Reinhart, 1984), and the development

of narrative abilities depends on the emergence of foreground-background
distinctions. Third, narrative competence interacts with how the task of story
telling is performed.

�

The first dimension listed in Table 5, linguistic form/narrative function
relations are the focus of the third orientation to narrative analysis noted in the
first part of this article. Recall that the frog story sample (Berman & Siobin,
1994) showed 3-year-olds to have good command of sentence-level mor

phosyntax-including word order, tense/aspect marking, and verb.argument
relations. But these, as noted in Table S. perform restricted or unconventional
discourse functions. At the middle phase, children use a wider range of iinguis-

r

another child, a sibling, a parent, or a stranger, and the fight could take place

anywhere. The frog story, although complicated, in fact represents a canonic

goal-oriented story structure: an initial problem of the frog escaping, an at.

tempt, to solve the problem by going out to look, and a final solution. This

explains why even S-year�olds were generally able to relate to several narrative

elements, although the overall complexity of the chain of events occurring in

the story meant they could not sustain this through to a suitable resolution. On

the pear story, film-retelling taslc, even 8-year-olds were generally not able to

assign a global level of narrative organization to the contents of the film. One

reason is that it lacks a unified plot structure. It starts with a man picking pears

and then shows a boy stealing a basket of pears, but there is no clearly related

resolution, for example, that the boy is discovered and punished, or manages

to escape. In response, adults tended to impose their own plot structure and

often devised a resolution, supplemented by evaluative commentary as to how

the fruit picker reacted, although the film does not present these elements

explicitly. This type of closure proved beyond the capacities of even the 8-year

old schoolchildren in recounting the contents of the film.

In sum, the ability to tell a story depends on the interaction of a cluster of

factors that serve to lighten or to strain the cognitive burden faced by children

in telling a story. In any context, children need to recruit their knowledge of

narrative structure to perform the task of storytelling, to produce a narrative

text that is both structurally well formed and appropriate to the particular

elicitation selling in which it is performed. .

From a research perspective, the manifold factors involved in developing

narrative abilities need to be integrated within a unified, developmentally

motivated framework. To do so means, first of aH, recognizing that, in general,

acquisition and development of knowledge in any cognitive domain are gov

erned by multiple mechanisms that impinge on the path from initial entry into

a domain via partial knowledge and reorganizations thereof to mature com

mand of that domain. In the past, I have argued for this developmental

orientation to acquisition of language in different subdomains of linguistic

structure and language use: inflectional morphology (Berman, 1986), word

formation (Berman, 1988b, 1993b), and syntax (Berman, 1987, 1990), as well

as certain facets of narrative construction (Berman, 1988a, 1993a). In this

model, initial, pregrammatkal knowledge provides the basis for subsequent

structure-dependent, rule-bound learning, which then becomes reintegrated

with the consolidation of endstate discourse-motivated proficiency_This devel.

opmental framework allows one to analyze different types of knowledge in-

19Note further that in terms of research mtthod%gy, some narrative contexts are better
suited to examining particular kinds of knowledge than are others. Accounts of personal
experiences like having an argument, witnessing an accident, or going to a party are good ways
of revealing knowledge of scripts; of the abilily to relate to a high point; and of giving expression
to background, setting elements. Picture-based materials are excellent for testiDg the ability to
maintain and shift reference, and for expressing temporal relations between events. Other
fictional contexts, like recounting the contents of a familiar fairy tale, or of a novel, film, or

cartoon, are good ways to check the relative imporlance attributed to events; the interplay of

foreground and background; and the distribution of referential, or narrative, compared with
affective and other evaluative elements.
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TABLE 5

Three Phases In Developing Narrative Abilities Along the Dimensions of Form/Function

Relallons, Evaluation and Backgroundlng. Task Construal, and Story Performance

DePefopmemuf Pllares

Dimension

Pregrommatical,

Context Bound

Rhe/orical

Discourse Moffvmed

Grommalidud.

Slructllre DepenJem

FormJrunction

relations

Partial repertoire of

linguistic forms,

for restricted or

nonconvcntional

narrative

functions

Personal digression,

dcixis plus

gestures, prosodic

and other

paralin,uistic

means for

affet:tive stance

Evaluation and

grounding

Task construal and

storytelling

performance

Interactive,

communication,

talking to

someone, holding

Buentian; need

scaffolding;

idiosyncratic and

variegated

Range of

grammatical

forms. complex

syntax, overt

(ovcr)marking of

functions

Some inner states,

(theory of mind),

informative

setting, little

motivational

evaluation or

background

elaboration

Conveying

information,

displaying

knowledge;

well-cstablished

narrative schema,

powerful script;

conventionalized.

prosaic,

stereotypic

Flexible use of full

range of

rhetorical options

to serve advanced

functions

Explicit narrative

stance,

meta-cognitive

comments on

task. events plus

associated

circumstances

Impressing,

confiding, or

entertaining;

concern for genre

and social seuing;

individual style

(e.g., elaborative,

literary, terse)

tic fonns in extended syntactic contexts, with broader semantic reference,

mainly for marking local�level relations between successive clauses. They tend

to mark these relations explicitly, often to excess. Eventually, linguistic forms

acquire rhetorically integrated functions, recruited by the mature speaker I

narrator for more sophisticated narrative functions of coherent, unambiguous

reference; grounding; and retrospection. Linguistic forms thus come to serve

discourse-motivated purposes in a globally organized narrative frame.

The second dimension in Table 5 concerns Labov's (1972) distinction be

tween the referential and evaluative components of narrative texts. Cogni.

tively, this relates to how events are conceptualized in terms of the Gestalt

distinction between figure and ground, or of foreground events compared with

background circumstances. At the first phue, children teild to focus on events

(Labov's narrative elemenls), on what happened, or on components that con

stitute the foreground of the plot; they pay little attention to background
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elements, to explaining why and under what circumstances events took place.

As a result, immature narratives lack initial background settings to provide a

temporal, locative, and motivational frame for the events that ensue, and they

also lack final resolutions with explanations of the consequences of these

events for the protagonists (Berman, 1994; Peterson, 1990; Peterson &

McCabe 19?2, 1994). For example, in the Hebrew fight story accounts of

personal experiences (listed in Table 4), the texts of 3- to 5-year-old preschool

ers, used an average of only 10% of all clauses to provide scene-setting back

ground (what Labov calls orientation) compared with 20"10 among

schoolchildren aged 7 and 9 years, and as high as one third of the adults' texts

(Berman, 1994). Relatedly, analysis of evaluative elements adapted from the

criteria proposed by Bamberg and Damrad-Frye (1991) reveal that in these

same Hebrew fight story texts, around one fourth to one third of the clauses

constituting the children's texts (from 28% among 3-year�olds to 38% among

9-year-olds) include evaluative elements, as compared with nearly two thirds

(61%) of the adults' clauses; and a parallel analysis for the film-based, pear

story Hebrew texts revealed only around 8% of such evaluative elements out

of the total text clauses produced by both S-year-olds and 8-year-olds, com

pared with 20"10 in the adults' texts (Rabinowitch, 1994). Finally, the short

texts produced in Katzenberger's (1994) picture-series study included almost

no evaluative elements fromv'. to 6-year�0Id preschoolers, nor from IO-year

old schoolchildren (who in all other ways constituted a control group),

whereas evaluation occurred across the adult texts in this sample, too. Mature

storytellers clearly differ from young children in viewing evaluative, back

ground material as an integral part of narrative performance, even though

individual storytellers may differ in how much weight they assign to this

element in the narratives they produce on different occasions.

The third dimension in Table 5 concerns how speakers interpret and deal

with the act of storytelling. In fact, as Reilly (1992) noted, "in contrast to these

detailed analyses of children's construction of narratives, little work has been

done on how children actually perform the activity of telling the story" (p.

357). Yet it is clear from Reilly's work with preschoolers, as well as from the

Berman and Slohin (1994) study with 3-year-olds and Katzenberger's (1994)

experience with 4-year-olds, that young children view the task as typically

interactive (see Peterson & McCabe, 1994 in this connection). As a result,

young children rely strongly on interlocutor prompts and scaffolding, and

these constitute an important factor in lightening the cognitive load ofproduc

ing a narrative account. Not being bound by the constraints of nonnative story

structure, young preschoolers tend to produce high'y individual texts that vary

widely from one child to the next. Older, generally school-age children instead

often provide rather prosaic, stereotypic texts; these are well structured and

conform to narrative convention, but they often Jack individual expressiveness
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beyond the mere relating of events, telling not only what happened, but

why, how, and with what consequences; and (c) communicati'lely, in inter
preting the narrative task and what is involved in the telling of a story, so

as to meet the pragmatic conditions imposed by the listener's expectations,

on the one hand, and the narrator's responsibility for communicating
clearly, on the other. 21

The question remains as to whether, and how, these dimensions are related.

Is there a causal interdependence between them, or are they merely orthogonal

to one another? This is a critical issue for developmental theory in general,

beyond the domain of narrative. My assumption is that the convergence of

different dimensions is not due to chance, but that each of these factors-"

knowledge of language form and language use, conceptual underpinnings, and

communicative skills-feed on one another and interact critically in develop

ment. This is not a claim for total nonmodularity-that is, that all oflanguage

acquisition can be attributed to general cognitive, affective, or social factors,

or a combination of these factors. Much of language structure is uniquely

linguistic, with no direct analogues in social interaction or in narrative con.

struction. However, across time, the dimensions become more intertwined and

more nurturing of one another. At the early or initial phase proposed by my

model, there might be a rather indiscriminate intermixing; then, with structure

dependence, separation might be quite extreme. Finally, integrative reorgani

zation of knowledge across the modules would lead, as Karmiloff-Smith (1992)

put it, to "beyond modularity." In narrative development, this could explain
the long developmental history of linguistic forms used for narralive purposes

that was demonstrated by our crosslinguistic study (Berman & Slobin, 1994).

With age, narrative functions such as expression of temporal relations between

events, taking different perspectives on events, event conflation, and event

packaging were met by a range of increasingly varied and appropriate linguis

tic forms. These forms were used initially at the most particularistic level of the

single.clauselisolated event; subsequently, in relating between adjacent-clau

ses/sequentially ordered events as narratively motivated at a local level; and

eventually, reintegrated in a hierarchically organized, overarching narrative
construction.

A second issue is raised by the title of this article: the relation between

narrative competence and storytelling performance. Knowledge of narrative

IIf

or variation from one story setting to another.2{I Mature storytellers not only

have full command of story structure, they are sensitive to story setting and

personal motivations. Consequently, their narratives, like those of the young.

est children, display considerable individual variation in terms of the expres

sive options they favor, the linguistic devices and rhetorical style they select,

and the evaluative framework and narrative stance they adopt. But unlike

those of young children, mature narratives also adhere to the normative narra

tive. schema manifested by children in the middle phase, and the variation

. across storytellers has quite different affective motivations and cognitive

underpinnings.

Development of narrative abilities was earlier described as nonlinear, in the

sense of not proceeding in a single line from one elicitation setting to another,

or from one narrative genre to another. Here, narrative development is shown

to be nonlinear in another sense, too. With age, various pieces of knowledge

and different skills must be concurrently coordinated-for example, that a

story must have a beginning, middle, and end; that to make a story comprehen

sible, narrators must take into a�count the needs and background of their

audience; or that to make a story interesting, the storyteller should provide

motivations and interpretations for the deeds of the protagonists. That is why

narrative development proceeds from immature, idiosyncratic text construc

tion to conventionalized knowledge of narrative structure, until this is eventu

ally reintegrated into mature, situationally appropriate text construction,

combined with individuali:red treatments of the act of storytelling (Le., knowl

edge and skill combined).

The development of narrative abilities as delineated here and summed up in

Table 5 involves different types of knowledge that are manifested concur

rently along three (possibly more) interrelated dimensions: (a) linguistically,

in putting to use linguistic forms and structures in order to meet the func

tions of narrative discourse; (b) concep/llally, in assigning due weight to

evaluative elements that lie outside the narrative backbone, so as to go

lOU could be argued that this stereotype of school*age elicited narratives is due to social

rather than strictly cognitive factors. That is, they may view these elicitations as school-type

tasks, whereas in spontaneous narrations to their peers, schoolchildren can lell highly enterlain

iog and dramatic stories. However, there is good reason to believe that Ihe "!lat" or prosaic

quality of middle.phase children hu strong cognitive underpinnings. as we argu� in a forthcom
iogltudy (Berman It Reilly, 1995b).

21This last requirement involves an important additional dimension that is not dealt with
in this article. It concerns the fact that in producing a narrative, as in constructing any kind
of text, speakers (or writers) need to attend to the requiremeDt of cDhtrtnct. This is definable

as a combination of referential clarity, on the one hand, and thematic unity, or the principle

of organizing a text around a single integrated discourse topic, on the other. As such, coher�

enee is relevant to text construction in general, and is not confined to narrative discourse.
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structure may underlie, but it does not equal, the task ofstorytelling-as Reilly

(1992) pointed out in her analysis of prosodic and other paralinguistic means
of expressing affective evaluation used by young children telling the frog story.
From the perspective presented here, narrative competence derives from a
cognitive schema that is shared across mature speakers (within a particular
culture, possibly across cultures, but see Footnote 18). It requires knowledge
of Labov's (1972) narrative or referential elements, what we termed the core
plot components (Berman 1988a, Berman & Siobin, 1994), or what others
analyze as action-structure (Shen 1990, 1992). This structural knowledge en
ables speakers to identify a well-formed story, to distinguish different types of
stories, and it sets up their expectations as to what comes next. Narrative
perfonnance, in contrast. resides in the act of storytelling; it differs from one
setting to the next and from onc individual to another. It depends on devices
for evaluation and for aJternating between foreground and background in
fteshing out the core plot elements; and it is reftected in our skill at making
a story interesting, in our ability to embroider and elaborate or succinctly
encapsulate.

Children's knowledge of narrative structure has been shown to be vulnera
ble. As long as this is not fully established, their storytelling skills will be
unevenly affected by context, they will be inftuenced by the facilitating effect
offaetors such as scaffolding and familiarity, and they will be most susceptible
to the cognitive demands of the particular storytelling task at hand.

The picture that emerges is complex. but so are the abilities I have tried to
capture. What it suggests is that in developing narrative abilities, as in other
spheres of language use, the line between competence and performance is not
only ftexible and fuzzy, it is bidirectional. Knowledge of linguistic forms and
narrative structure clearly underlies the ability to tell a story, but the acts of
story hearing and storytelling impinge on this knowledge and affect it across
the developmental history of each individual in becoming a proficient inter
preter and teller of stories.
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